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NATO 

http://www.nato.int/nato-welcome/index.html 
 

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization was formed in 1949 as a           

military alliance between 26 nations. NATO was originally formed to combat           

the spread of communism, but has since become a strong mutual defense            

alliance to protect nations from external threats. As of 2008, NATO is made             

up of these nations: Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, the Czech Republic,          

Denmark, Estonia, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Latvia,         

Lithuania, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania,        

Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Turkey, United Kingdom, and the United States.  

The topics of cyber warfare and the nonproliferation of weapons of           

mass destruction are critical to the safety of the Alliance and this ultimately             

reinforces the security measures of the military alliance. Throughout the          

conference, we hope that all delegates will be able to address the issues at              

hand while fully adhering to the function of NATO and upholding the military             

and defense alliance between member nations. We as chairs believe that the            

issues presented in this chair report improve safety protocols in the Alliance            

and strengthen military alliances within the organization. While many nations          

who play major roles in these issues are not a member of NATO, the actions               

taken in this committee have global ramifications and can help develop           

defense initiatives throughout the world. 

In the research reports below, we have tried to provide you with details  

on multiple facets of the issues, but given the scope of the issues we may               

have neglected certain aspects of the question. Therefore, we would be           

thrilled if you could address aspects not mentioned in these reports while            

conducting research on your nation’s personal views and bring these          

concerns to light at the conference. We wish you the best of luck in your               

preparation for the conference and we look forward to serving as your chairs.  

Best Wishes, 

Aiyush Mohta & Flora Xiao 
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Committee: North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

Issue: Cyber Warfare 

Name: Flora Xiao 

 
 
Introduction  

Cyber defence is a core task of NATO’s collective defence. The era of             

state-on-state world wars has given way to warfare in cyberspace. Unlike           

conventional war, the world lacks clear rules of engagement for conflict in            

cyberspace at a time when cyber warfare is increasingly becoming a bone of             

contention in foreign relations. Thus NATO’s defence capabilities needs to          

evolve continually for effective response to ever changing threats posed to the            

Alliance. In order to increase NATO’s cyber defence capacity, it has adopted            

an enhanced policy and action plan at the Wales Summit in September 2014             

and recently signed a Technical Arrangement on cyber defence cooperation          

with the EU in February 2016. A potential topic could be establishing the legal              

framework in this evolving battlefield and how NATO can enhance its           

preventative measures and defense against attacks.  

 

Key Terms 
Cyberattack An attempt by hackers to damage or destroy a         

computer network or system. 

Cyber Warfare There is no set definition for cyber warfare available         

at the moment but it is generally understood as         

conflict involving politically motivated attacks on      

information and information systems in cyberspace      

carried out in the form of state on state warfare. 

Cyberterrorism This carries more or less the same meaning as cyber          

warfare except in most cases it involves non state         

actors instead of state actors.  
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Cybercrime Cybercrime is seen as criminal activities carried out        

by means of computers or the Internet. 

Cyberspace Cyberspace is the newly emerged platform where       

communication over networks occur and at times be        

used as a notional environment for criminal activity. 

 

Background Information 
The initial development of the Internet dates back to the 1950s, but it             

was not until the 1980s that the first signs of when the arena of cyberspace               

had begun to cause significant changes in the world could be seen. In the mid               

80s, only a select few number of computers had access to the internet, these              

were usually located at academic research institutions, military bases or          

defence contractors. Many who used the first versions of what we now know             

as the Internet had difficulty understanding and operating their computers          

because of the vast amount of knowledge its usage demands. Even its most             

experienced users had to refer back to manuals when trying to deconstruct            

the meanings of cryptic commands.  

 

History of cyberattacks 

In 1988, one of the first computer worms was set off without            

authorisation by Robert Tappan Morris at MIT to test the extent of the Internet.              

However, this test, now known as the Morris worm, replicated and resulted in             

the crash of 6,000 computer systems. From then on the cyber world stayed             

relatively scandal free until around 2007, when the Estonian government          

moved the Bronze Soldier from the Tõnismägi Park to the Tallinn Military            

Cemetery which caused riots amongst the ethnic Russians and more          

importantly the Distributed Denial of Service (also known as DDoS) attacks on            

Estonian government websites, banks, political parties and other aspects of          

the political and economic infrastructure. The Estonian government’s actions         

sparked discontent amongst the Russian minority as the statue held          

significant historical value to this group. As a result Russian hackers, through            
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communication and information exchange on blogs and forums, were able to           

dismantle Estonia’s mainly paperless government and expose the system’s         

vulnerability. Although no conclusive evidence has been found, the Estonians          

accused the attack of being funded by the Russian government and this            

marked the first aggressive cyberattack that managed to threaten a country’s           

sovereignty and integrity.  

 

In 2010, the controversial cyber virus known as Stuxnet struck the           

industrial control systems of Siemens in Iran, resulting in suspicions regarding           

an American-Israeli plot targeting Iran’s nuclear program. This was the first           

highly targeted and dangerous weapon made entirely from computer code.          

The virus was found in factories, traffic control systems, power plants in            

various parts of the world but mostly remained dormant except for at the             

centrifuges at Iran’s enrichment facilities. This led to many to believe that            

these centrifuges were the main target of the virus as it made the machines              

spin at both dangerously high and low speeds that later caused several            

facilities to shut down or decommissioned. Because of the physical and           

monetary losses that were caused by the virus, the Iranian government had a             

large online cyber army to help expose Stuxnet, this resulted in the publication             

of the code of the virus, which is now available to the general public online.  

 

Similar events that need to be further researched include: The          

cyberattacks against Georgia during the Russo-Georgian War of 2008, the          

attack on Israeli military infrastructure during offensive in the Gaza Strip in            

2009, China’s involvement in the cyberattacks launched against the Indian          

Defense Ministry and Canadian governmental organs in 2010-11, the         

Shamoon Virus in 2012, the Russian DDoS attack against Ukraine in 2014            

and the infamous 2014 Sony Pictures hack.  
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Figure 1:   Infographic to show cost/financial impact of attacks 

 

NATO’s involvement with Cyber Defense 

In June 2013, the NATO defense ministers held a special summit to            

discuss the enhancement of NATO’s defense mechanisms and their plan in           

protecting NATO operated networks. This was when cyber security became a           

legitimate area of concern for NATO, as they started considering how they            

can assist their Allies, should they be under attack. Several suggestions and            
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possibilities that arose from these talks were the deployment of Rapid           

Reaction Teams (RRT) and the development of a plan in phases to support             

NATO’s allies in response to attacks. Whilst their solution is not preventative,            

the different phases ensure the members of the Alliance will receive support            

when need be as many ideas such as the RRT and Strategic Concept from              

Lisbon have been adopted. By the 18th of October the same year, NATO had              

established an enhancement of its cyber defenses: the NATO Computer          

Incident Response Capability (NCIRC). Also in 2013, NATO defense experts          

worked together in developing the Tallinn Manual which outlines existing laws           

relevant to cyberspace and its usage.  

 

See timeline for more detailed account of NATO’s involvement with Cyber           

defense.  

 

Current Situation in Cyberspace 

Cyberspace provides a multitude of anonymous (State and Non State)          

actors to launch attacks on a variety of vulnerable targets from across the             

globe. Here, the main types of actor conflict is categorized into 3 sections:  

State vs. State Actor, State vs. Non State Actor and Non State vs Non state               

Actor. 

 

State vs. State Actor 

This is what is typically regarded as traditional warfare, which used to            

be popular up until WWII. However, since then state on state warfare            

has decreased dramatically as cyberspace emerged as a playing field.          

Compared to the traditional land warfare, cyber warfare is relatively          

invisible and when governments have intentions to attack another         

country they usually prefer to do so anonymously to avoid taking           

responsibility and retaliation. So far, state on state cyberattacks have          

not caused fully fledged military wars, however, it is possible that this            

may change.  
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Further research regarding this topic should be done on: The Cyber           

Agreement of 2015 between China and the United States to deepen           

understanding of China-US relations as Maker vs. User, the         

Ukraine-Russian cyberwar that began before the Ukrainian Presidential        

Election in 2014 and its continuance in January 2016, the conflict           

between North and South Korea after the alleged testing of a hydrogen            

bomb; on cyber warfare troops and cyber defense.  

 

State vs. Non State Actor 

Cyberspace provided non state actors with many opportunities to carry          

out attacks against state actors and incentivized them to launch these           

attacks with personal financial gain and ideological dominance. Many         

have since been using the internet with malicious intentions and these           

uses are often met with severe and unexpected consequences.  

 

Further reading on this topic include: The Kosovo War of 1998-1999 (referred            

to as the “First Internet War”), ISIS vs USA #CyberCaliphate in 2015            

and The Mallu Cyber Soldiers’ attack on Pakistani websites from India           

in September 2015.  

 

Non State vs. Non State Actor 

This is a rather odd permutation but these relationships have become           

increasingly important and will play an essential role in formulating          

global defense strategies against attacks. 

 

Extra case readings include: Anonymous vs ISIS and their attack from           

2014-2016, Islamic Radicals vs various Corporations e.g. the San         

Bernadino attacks, 2016 White House and Corporation rendezvous to         

combat online terrorists, Baidu and Weibo’s efforts to help drive out           

cyberterrorism. 
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Timeline of Events 
November 1988 The Morris Worm infection at MIT 

December 2006 NASA blocked emails with attachments as      

preventative measure before shuttle launch 

April 2007 Estonian government websites and networks attacked      

due to Bronze Soldier controversy 

June 2007 Outsiders attempt to hack into Pentagon network and        

successfully obtained classified documents from the      

US Secretary of Defense’s email 

October 2007 Chinese Ministry of State Security reported      

information being stolen from Chinese key areas by        

Taiwanese and American hackers  

August 2008 Georgian government websites graffitied during     

Russo-Georgian War  

January 2009 Israel’s internet infrastructure attacked during military      

offensive in Gaza Strip 

January 2010 Iranian Cyber Army hacked into Baidu  

October 2010 Stuxnet, after interfering with centrifuges, was      

suspected of being a target on the Iranian nuclear         

program 

January 2011 Several cyberattacks were carried out on Canadian       

government agencies 

July 2011 24,000 files were reported to be stolen from the US          

Department of Defense 

October 2012 “Red October” 

March 2013 South Korean institutions and networks were infected       

and claimed efforts were by North Koreans 

June 2013 First ever NATO meeting dedicated to cyber defense        

was held 

October 2013  NCIRC Upgrade made by the Alliance 
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Key Parties Involved 
  

United States of 

America 

The United States considers cyber warfare to be a         

key issue that has yet to be resolved but has already           

shown fundamental interest in setting key guidelines       

to the use and engagement of cyberspace as it         

considers itself a common goal for attacks. They        

believe that in order to prevent cyber warfare, the         

following actions need to be taken: NATO developing        

stronger cyber defense, strengthening national     

cybersecurity strategy, reducing adventurism in     

cyberspace, creating a system of cyber deterrence to        

disencourage cyber attacks and most importantly to       

protect US corporations and intellectual property.  

European Union The EU generally agree upon the same foreign policy         

whereby their interest in the issue is shared by the          

common goal of: protecting the fundamental rights of        

citizens and their privacy, engaging in multilateral       

cyber governance, accepting shared responsibility to      

enhance their defense mechanisms and prevent      

attacks and universal adaptation of rules from the        

Budapest Convention for cyberspace. Spain, France      

and the UK have all been involved in NATO’s efforts          

in developing cyber norms and security      

enhancements.  

People’s Republic of 

China 

Although not a member of the NATO alliance, China         

will continue to play a key role in any international          

conflict. President Xi Jingping has taken a supportive        

stance on the cooling down of cyber conflict and has          

subsequently agreed to not engaging in economic       

cyber espionage to as long as it remains in China’s          
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best interest. China’s main priorities pertaining to the        

issue include: maintaining the upper hand when in        

cyber negotiations with the United States, regulating       

information exchange to prevent political dissidence      

and ensuring that all countries have full territorial        

integrity in the realm of cyberspace.  

Russian Federation Russia can be said to be the first country to militarize           

cyberspace and using it as a war strategy. Russia’s         

interests, similar to China, include regulating      

information flow in order to prevent political       

dissidence, maintaining secrecy and discretion when      

issue concerns Russia’s cyber capacities, along with       

undermining NATO’s expansionist aims in     

cyberspace. The Russians have created a cyber       

command in the military for the purpose of launching         

offensive attacks. However, Russia and China came       

to discuss an agreement in May 2015 to prevent the          

two from hacking or harming each other. 

 

United Nations Involvement 
Article 51 of the UN Charter is a crucial principle of governing warfare,             

it can act as a basis for extrapolating and creating a cyber addendum to this               

and other existing conventions and protocols. The article states that “nothing           

in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective             

self-defence if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United            

Nations, until the Security Council has taken measures necessary to maintain           

international peace and security. Measures taken by Members in the exercise           

of this right of self-defence shall be immediately reported to the Security            

Council and shall not in any way affect the authority and responsibility of the              

Security Council under the present Charter to take at any time such action as              

it deems necessary in order to maintain or restore international peace and            
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security.” Thus contending that at the moment the UN itself does not have a              

set definition as to what constitutes cyber warfare and its thresholds are not             

yet clearly outlined.  

 

Despite the disagreements between UN experts on what is generally          

regarded as ‘warfare’ in cyberspace and the extents to which the existing laws             

can be used to govern cyberspace; the UN has tried to implement guidelines             

to enhance cybersecurity globally for the past 15 years. Resolutions 57/239           

and 58/199 were passed in 2003 and 2004 respectively, and addressed           

issues including raising responsibility by nations to effectively respond to          

threats and inviting member nations to share and assist each other with            

cybersecurity strategies in efforts to developing similar defense mechanisms.  

 
Ever since the publication of a 2010 report (Developments in the field            

of information and telecommunications in the context of international security)          

by the UN Group of Governmental Experts who concluded that cybersecurity           

threats were considered “among the most serious challenges” in our world           

today, the UN has been encouraging information sharing and transparency          

between its members to further prevent and protect countries from          

cyberattacks. The International Code of Conduct for Information Security of          

2015 is a letter suggesting talks taking place to discuss a proposal for             

members of the UN to be protected from cyberspace being used for acts of              

aggression from other countries.  
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Committee: North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

Issue: Regulation of Mass Destruction Weaponry Distribution 

Name: Aiyush Mohta 

 
  
Introduction  

NATO has adopted an active political agenda to prevent further proliferation of            

Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) with the aim of providing maximal           

security for all members of the Alliance. The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty           

and the New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty have recently been endorsed           

and implemented in hopes of bringing forth a safer environment for NATO            

Allies by enforcing policies of arms control, disarmament and         

non-proliferation, which are all imperative to the cause of regulating the           

distribution of WMDs. The committee can discuss the establishment of          

potential policies and regulations to help limit the spread of WMDs to ensure             

the development of a secure NATO in the future. 

 

Key Terms 
WMD Nuclear, chemical, biological or other weapons      

capable of bringing significant damage/harm to those       

inflicted. 

Non-proliferation The prevention of an increase or spread of WMDs in          

member nations. 

Disarmament The reduction or withdrawal of military forces and        

weapons. 

Chemical weapon A specialized weapon that uses chemicals formulated       

to inflict death or harm on human beings. 

Biological weapon Living organisms or viruses, which are not universally        

considered "alive") that replicate within their host       

victims 
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Nuclear weapon A nuclear weapon is an explosive device that derives         

its destructive force from nuclear reactions (fission or        

fusion) 

 

Background Information 
What are WMDs? 

The perceived danger posed by Weapons of Mass Destruction         

(WMDs) has become one of the most critical threats in international politics.            

WMDs are characterized by their large-scale destructive capabilities and the          

indiscriminate nature of their deadly effects. The term was first used as a             

general label for highly powerful and dangerous weapons, but is now mostly            

referred to three major types of weapons: nuclear, chemical and biological.           

Various nations have stockpiled massive arsenals of these weapons, and          

while offensive biological and chemical weapons have been banned by the           

international community, several states are still believed to possess chemical          

or biological warfare agents. Furthermore, while nations have universally         

strived to reduce the number of nuclear weapons, there are nine nations with             

nuclear weapon programs. 

 

History and use of WMDs 

Chemical warfare 

Chemical weapons have been used in combat for centuries, but the           

first major set of attacks occurred during the First World War. The use of              

poisonous gas attacks led to the signing of the first treaty regarding the             

regulation of chemical warfare - the 1925 Geneva Protocol - which banned            

asphyxiating and poisonous gases for use in weaponry. Primarily used as           

lethal weapons by having chlorine or mustard gas, the war also saw many             

chemical WMDs being used to disable a large group of combatants through            

tear gas. Gas masks countered much of the attacks, however the war is still              

referred to by many as the “chemist’s war”. Chemical warfare resulted in the             

deaths of at least 100,000 and injured at least 1 million in the war. 
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While the Second World War had minimal use of chemical warfare,           

many nations began stockpiling arsenals of chemical weapons during the          

Cold War. The United States and the Soviet Union had incredibly effective            

chemical weapons’ development program and invested resources to research         

a lethal chemical agent known as “nerve gas”. While these weapons were            

never formally used in combat, the United States made use of another            

carcinogenic chemical agent dioxin in the Vietnam War through Agent          

Orange.  

Throughout the late 1900‘s, chemical weapons were used extensively         

in combat. During the Iran-Iraq War in 1980s, Iraq was found to have used              

chemical weapons. Many chemical agents used were purchased through         

legitimate trade. Iraq also used chemical weapons in 1988 against the Kurdish            

population living in Northern Iraq. This resulted in the deaths of 100,000            

Kurds, and many developed skin cancers and other ailments. Furthermore,          

Libya used chemical weapons in its conflict with Chad in 1987.  

These repeated uses of chemical weapons and several violations of          

the 1925 Geneva Protocol resulted in the Chemical Weapons Convention in           

1995. The CWC has since prohibited the development, stockpiling, acquisition          

and transfer of chemical weapons. The treaty also commits nations to destroy            

existing stockpiles of chemical weapons. This treaty went into effect in April            

1997 and while this has yielded successful results, it hasn’t entirely           

diminished the threat posed by such weapons. Several nations suspected of           

possessing chemical weapons including Syria, North Korea and Israel have          

refused to sign the treaty. Syria was also found to have used chemical             

warfare against the rebels in its ongoing civil war during the Asad regime.  

 

Biological warfare 

Biological warfare in its simplest definition is the spread of disease to            

humans as a form of combat. These weapons include deadly pathogens and            

bacteria that can be delivered without much effort. Throughout history,          

biological warfare has been used from dropping rotting carcasses in          
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freshwater supply to poison drinking water, to spreading the plague through           

aircraft. While biological warfare hasn’t been extensively used in mass-scale          

conflicts, many nations have extensively invested in the study of diseases and            

researched into weapon development. Scientists estimate that there are         

nearly 300,000 species of bacteria and over 5,000 kinds of viruses that inflict             

damage on humans. Furthermore, diseases have plagued societies for         

centuries with little to no luck in controlling the outbreaks. Past epidemics            

such as the Black Plague to the 1918 Spanish flu pandemic have devastated             

continental landscapes.  

During the 20th century, many nations heavily funded weapon         

development programs including biological weapons. Japan conducted       

extensive research during the 1930’s through to the end of World War II. They              

tested different strands of infections on wartime prisoners, which resulted in           

the deaths of nearly 1,000 inmates. Furthermore, they also engaged in           

biological warfare during the World War, dropping biological weapons over          

Manchuria and other regions of China to spread the bubonic plague during            

the early 1940’s. Estimates range from nearly 20,000 to upwards of 200,000            

casualties as a result of Japan’s use of biowarfare against China.  

During the Cold War, many nations including the former Soviet Union           

and the United States began weaponizing several strands of deadly diseases.           

At the peak of the former USSR’s research in the 1970’s, they weaponized             

around 12 strands of diseases from the roughly 50 researched and they            

altered the genetic structure of the diseases to make them resistant to            

western antibiotics. The United States was also heavily invested in the           

research of biological weaponry but President Richard Nixon announced the          

nation’s decision to renounce their bio-weapons program in 1969. This          

prompted multilateral negotiations to stop the development of these weapons          

and the Biological Weapons Convention was signed in 1972. This treaty           

banned the development, transfer and use of biological weapons. However,          

due to a lack of strict enforcement measures, the BWC hasn’t been entirely             

effective in eradicating the use of biological weaponry, and this resulted in            
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prolonged negotiations in the 1990’s and early 2000’s for increased          

transparency in weapon development programs. 

Nuclear warfare 

The Manhattan Project, instituted by President Franklin Roosevelt, was one of           

the first research initiatives focused on building the atomic bomb. Soon after            

the bombs detonated in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the United States and the            

Soviet Union began their “arms race”, each one wanting to gain the upper             

hand in their Cold War. In this period, both nations (along with some others)              

conducted thousands of tests to master lethal weapon systems. By the end of             

the Cold War, the number of nations with nuclear weapons programs           

increased from one to seven. While the Cold War saw unprecedented           

numbers of nuclear weapons (nearly 60,000), the number of weapons present           

in the 21st century is significantly lower by comparison as seen in Figure 1:  

 

Due to the immense nature of nuclear power, the World Court issued a ruling              

in July 1996. This decision stated that the first-use of nuclear weapons is             

unjustified under any circumstances, and nuclear weapons should only be          

reserved for retaliation. This is critical in defining the legitimacy of nuclear            

weaponry. 

The nonproliferation of nuclear weapons is an active issue of the UNODA            

(United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs) and the UN Security Council,           
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however it’s also prominent in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. The           

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and the New Strategic Arms Reduction         

Treaty both discuss the importance of non-proliferation and active measures          

to reduce the spread of nuclear weaponry. Several member nations of NATO            

are signatories on both treaties and the committee should focus on creating a             

transparent protocol to integrate the system into NATO.  

 

Timeline of Events 
The Geneva Protocol  

(17th June 1925) 

The Geneva Protocol was instrumental in      

establishing a legal framework for future      

developments in Chemical and Biological     

Weapon regulations. It has been repeatedly      

upheld by most nations in the years since        

1925 and the few well-known cases of       

high-profile violations have provoked    

widespread international condemnation and    

in some cases criminal prosecutions. 

The Biological Weapons 

Convention (BWC/BTWC) 

(10th April 1972) 

The Biological and Toxin Weapons     

Convention (BTWC) was a major step      

towards the elimination of such weapons.      

While the physical use of such weapons had        

been banned by the 1925 Protocol, this       

convention ensured that any research     

devoted to this field would be in violation of         

international law. The Convention prohibited     

the development, production, stockpiling,    

acquisition, retention and transfer of such      

weapons, including their delivery systems,     

and required their destruction. 

The Chemical Weapons 

Convention (CWC) 

The Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC)     

had similar legal standing to the BTWC as it         
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(13th January 1995) was an extension of the restrictions posed       

by the 1925 Protocol. This Convention      

prohibited the development, production,    

stockpiling, retention and transfer of     

chemical weapons, including their delivery     

systems and required immediate destruction     

of such weapons. 

World Court Decision for 

Nuclear Weapons  

(July 1996) 

This landmark decision made by the      

International Court of Justice provided a      

legal basis for the United Nations and its        

member states on proper procedure with      

regards to nuclear weapons. By deeming      

the first use of nuclear weapons unjustified,       

it sets a legal standard for nations to adhere         

to. 

 

Key Parties Involved 
The United States As being one of the main parties involved in the          

nuclear arms race and having extensive research       

funding for defense initiatives, the United States is        

heavily involved in the debate on the regulation of         

WMDs. Due to the massive stockpile of nuclear        

weapons in the United States and being one of the          

founding members of NATO, the United States is        

definitely an important contributor to the debate on        

the regulation of WMD distribution. 

Russia While not a member of NATO, Russia controls the         

largest nuclear weapons arsenal and has had       

extensive funding in the past for WMD development        

programs. Despite the dissolution of the former       

Soviet Union, lingering tension from the Cold War        
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persists and the massive scale of Russia’s nuclear        

power keeps the nation heavily involved with any        

debate on further regulation of mass destructive       

weapons. 

Japan The use of biological weapons by Japan against        

China during WW2 prompted a change in the focus of          

previous treaties regulating biological warfare. Due to       

multiple violations of the Geneva Protocol, heavy       

measures needed to be taken in the form of the          

Biological Weapons Convention which further     

regulated the development of weapon design      

programs. While Japan is considered to be  

Iraq Reports indicating Iraq’s usa of chemical warfare in        

armed conflicts in the late 1900’s (such as the         

Iraq-Iran war) and the subsequent claims of possible        

WMD possession made by the Bush administration       

as a justification for invading Iraq in 2003 are         

instrumental in the debate on the legitimacy of WMD         

use and development programs.  

Syria Due to recent claims of the Asad regime using         

chemical weapons against the rebel groups during       

the ongoing civil war, Syria is at the forefront of the           

debate on regulating the distribution of chemical       

WMD’s and potentially violating international     

standards for warfare as defined by the Geneva        

Protocol and the CWC. 

 

NATO Involvement 
While the North Atlantic Treaty Organization hasn’t formally drafted any          

resolutions on the matter, member nations of NATO seek to prevent the            

proliferation of WMD through an active political agenda of arms control,           
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disarmament and non-proliferation. The WMD Non-Proliferation Centre at        

NATO Headquarters facilitates communication between member states, and        

has representatives supporting defence efforts to improve Alliance’s        

preparedness to respond to the use of WMD or chemical, biological,           

radiological or nuclear (CBRN) agents. Furthermore, NATO conducts formal         

training and exercises designed to test interoperability and prepare forces to           

operate in a CBRN environment. 
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